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1015 Micro Case

The Micro Case Series
has a new member. The
1015 Micro Case protects
your miniature valuables.
™

1740 Long Case

i1015 Case

The new i1015 Case is
engineered to protect your
iPhone™ or iPod® touch
while listening to your
favorite tunes with the
external headphone jack.

The 1740 is your ideal method for
protecting a telescope, jack hammer, rifles,
chainsaw, tripods and lights, and other long
gear. We developed the 1740 for easy one
person transport and its depth and length
allow for infinite storage possibilities.

1170 Case

From protecting your
inventory data control
to housing personal
cameras, you can
count on the new 1170
Case for protecting
your equipment in any
harsh environment.

1770 Long Case

When you need protection
for longer equipment and weapons
such as .50 caliber guns and survey
drill kits, the 1770 Long Case is
our longest case to date.

1090 HardBack™

Watertight and dustproof, this
streamlined case will protect your
15” laptop. Protect your laptop in
your HardBack™ before you slip it
into your softbag or use it with its
shoulder strap (included).

1730 Transport Case

From the loading dock to the final
destination, the new 1730 is the rugged
transport case for the job. Stainless steel
ball bearing wheels and a fold down handle
turn big loads into a one-man job. Got a
whole pile of gear to move? Heavy cleats
hold a stack together as one secure load.

*Tools and foam
not included

0450 Mobile Tool Chest

Standard equipment for US Military repair
units, the 0450 Mobile Tool Case (tools
and foam not included) can be configured
with up to 7 shelves (and a top tray) to
contain a variety of tool combinations.
A retractable handle and built in wheels
keep you moving when the job is done.
Loaded with resourceful features to make
your job easier.

0500 Transport Case

This new case fits two up on a standard
size pallet. It also can be inverted and used
as a pallet with an airtight cover.

